
Automatic Gun Detection



Our gun detection capability was developed for the US Army, 
and provides an effective, proactive solution to identify guns 
without shots being fired.

We offer the capability to: 

DETECT — autonomously detect a person with a gun as 
early as possible, without shots being fired.

IDENTIFY — instantly analyze imagery to identify the person 
with the gun.

ALERT — automatically send mass notification with the  
location and optional video and/or image showing person 
with the gun.

ANALYZE — provide video playback capability for law  
enforcement investigation.

Automatic Gun Detection:  
A Solution for Security, Risk Management  
and Law Enforcement Personnel.

AI-Based Automatic Gun Detection.
We use artificial intelligence to autonomously detect guns and 
generate alerts in time to save lives and protect resources. 
We provide an on-premise cost-effective solution, with no 
cloud video processing required, to protect your data. 

Red = send mass alert  •  Blue = send alert to select group
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Augment your current security system 
with automatic gun detection.
We integrate with your existing cameras to provide automatic gun detection. We 
also integrate with your mass notification system to send alerts or we can provide  
mass notification.

All-In-One Virtual Security Operation 
Center Solution.
We combine state-of-the-art camera technology with AI in a single sensor device 
that autonomously scans and processes images to identify guns. 

Slightly larger than a cell phone, each All-In-One sensor monitors a doorway and 
sends alerts if a gun is detected. If monitoring an exterior door the sensor is  
mounted indoors.
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From one to many cameras we 
scale to meet your needs.



As a security-focused company, we provide proven AI-based solutions to protect against guns and drones. Today’s world is consumed 
with digital video, we leverage AI to extend the benefits to security applications. With the ability to autonomously and accurately detect 
targets of interest, Exigent is designed to protect lives and property.
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OVERVIEW 
We combine state-of-the-art camera technology with  
sophisticated AI in a single device that autonomously scans 
doorways and processes image data to identity guns without 
shots being fired. We provide an on premise cost effective 
solution, with no cloud video processing required, to protect 
your data. 

OPERATION/TRAINING
Once connected to the facility Wifi and power it begins monitoring 
a doorway for guns. Once a gun has been detected a detailed 
mass notification is autonomously sent to your defined recipients.

On site training is provided. A user manual is provided and call 
center support is available.

LOGISTICS & LICENSING
The All-In-One capability includes a standalone unit for each door 
requiring monitoring. 

Installation is provided by trained technicians. Annual  
Maintenance provided through a yearly cost.

Automatic gun detection contained  
in one compact sensor device.

Power Operates off of facility 110V power

Internet Access Connects to the Internet via the facility WiFi

Alert Access Sends a detailed mass notification alert to your 
defined recipients.

Manufacturer Exigent®

Product Name GoDeeper®

Version 2022

Delivery Method

 
Hand delivered for installation. Updates provided 
via remote digital upload, requires access to the 
internet

PRODUCT DETAILS

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
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Slightly larger than a cell phone, the All-In-One sensor 
provides monitoring of a single doorway.

AUTOMATIC GUN DETECTION 
All-In-One Virtual Security Operations Center



OVERVIEW 
Our gun detection capability was developed for the US Army,  
and provides an effective, proactive solution to identify guns  
without shots being fired.

We use AI to identify drawn guns. Our user interface allows  
your security personnel to send alerts and all clear notice via  
your mass alert system, or via text message to your defined list  
of people. The alert is customizable to provide information such  
as time, location, photo of suspect, and video of the suspect.  
Text messages require a monthly fee.

Transform your existing security cameras  
into an automatic gun detection system.

Power Computer operates off of facility 110V 
power

Internet Access Connects to the Internet via the facility 
network

Alerts Sends a detailed mass notification alert to 
your defined recipients.

Manufacturer Exigent®

Product Name GoDeep®

Version 2022

Part Number GD-XXXX

Delivery  
Method

 
Hand delivered for installation. Updates  
provided via remote  digital upload, requires 
access to the internet

PRODUCT DETAILS

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

AUTOMATIC GUN DETECTION 
Multi-Camera Gun Detection

SECURITY / OPERATION / TRAINING
Security features include role-based login, application  
authentication and message encryption.

Once integrated with your camera server, facility power  
and internet, it begins monitoring for guns.

On site training is provided. A user manual is provided and  
call center support is available.

LOGISTICS & LICENSING
Installation is provided by trained technicians. Annual  
Maintenance provided through a yearly cost.

From one to 
many cameras  
we scale to meet 
your needs.

As a security-focused company, we provide proven AI-based solutions to protect against guns and drones. Today’s world is consumed 
with digital video, we leverage AI to extend the benefits to security applications. With the ability to autonomously and accurately detect 
targets of interest, Exigent is designed to protect lives and property.
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